
MIDRODRIVE
REVOLUTION

t the time of writing, Sinclair's long—awaited
low-coststorage unit—the Microdrive—is to be

launchedwithin weeks.
There has been much speculation as to how the

machine works—- whether it is a stringy floppy or a
floppy tape or other wilder possibilities.

The Microdrive has two components — the
expansion moduleyou need to make it attach to your
Spectrum and, of course, the drive itself.
The £30 expansion module not only gives you

access to the ever-elusive Microdrive, but also gives
you motor drive control over cassette—tape storage, a
plug-in for local area networking and an RS232
interface.
Microdrives are offered to Spectrum owners in the

order in which they bought theirmachines. Orders are
limited to two per customer to begin with, but once
every Spectrum owner has had the chance to buy a
Microdrive you'll be able to go back to Sinclair for
‘seconds’.
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The Microdrive can store up to 100K ata rate of16K

per second with an average access time of 3.5
seconds. At 240 the Microdrive sounds like good
value.
You can have up to eight Microdrives running off

onespectrum,andthecommunicationsfacility builtin
to the Microdrive expansion module allows you to
‘talk’ to as many as 64 other Spectrums.
Communication is allowed at baud rates of 9600,

4800, 2400, 1200, 600, 300. 200, 100 and 50 — so
few machines need feel left out.

Sinclair also offers commercial programs on
Microdrives. These should be of a more comprehen-
sive nature than is currently available, as they'll have
built-in data storage space.
The fact that the Microdrive arrangement could be

the start of a low-cost storage revolution that will

change the face of microcomputing in the UK isn't
Ioston Sinclairfiesearch. ltplansto makesuresinclair
computers are the only machines to take advantage of
this revolutionarytechnology.Contrarytorumour. the
Microdrives are not being sold to interface with other
popular micros.

Expansiontrafl
The Microdrive is one of several expansionmodules

thatwill make thespectruma morepowerful machine.
Also soon to hit the marketwill be a plugin cartridge
software interface and ioystickadapter. The use of the
joystickadapter is obvious, but the cartridge software
plug—in suggests interesting possibilitiesfor interfac-
ing with the Microdrive.
With softwareon plug—in ROM cartridges selling for

under £10 and two Microdrives each with 100K of

storage, you can seriously consider using the
Spectrum for small business applications. The ROM

cartridgewould hold perhaps a spreadsheet program
— the 48K in an expanded Spectrum giving a
workspacearea~ while the Microdrive allows a large
area for storage of records.

chanenges
Of course, the primary storage facility of the

Spectrum until now has been the cassette recorder—
and this will be the case forsometime. You can expect
a spate of articles on how to load your library of

programs from cassette to the Microdrive. There will

be all sorts of challenges —-— particularly in taking
machine code routines from store-bought cassette
programs and attempting to move them to the
Microdrive.
Another challengewill be the use ofthe networking

interface so that several machines could share a bank
of Microdrives as a common storage facility. If it has
any of the teething troubles of Acorns Econet local

area networking system for the BBC Micro, there is
likely to be a considerable delay before a workable
system is achieved.
But as the Microdrive design was being reworked

right up to the point of launch, it's difficult to say
exactly what other problems might be encountered
with it. Needless to say. however, itwill be very much
in the news over the next few years and will act as a
catalyst in bringing down the cost of mass storage for
micros.

At £40 for 100K of random access storage, you're
paying only 40p for each kilobyte— a fraction of the
cost of disk storage three years ago.
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The Spectrum keyboard Insplres great
emotlon In Its users.They elther
express a tleree attachment to its
multl-tunellon solt ruhher keys or

henlrer tor the electrlr: typewriter Ireys
that adorn more expenslve machines.
But all Spectrum users will admlt to

contusion at one time or other
In trylnp to llnd keywords

on thelr maohlne
and the olphahetlc

listing on this
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nthls cutaway viewat the Spectrum keyboard, you can see howthe rubber-membrane
entry system works.
The top layer ol the keyboard is a metal overlaywith various keywordsand symbols

printed on it. The concept behind this overlay design has been used by companies like
Sotteach (25 college Road, Reading, Berkshire) in olterlng its own overlay tor the
Spectrum.
The Idea behind Sotteach’s overlays is customisation. They allow you to design a

ditterent overlay lor each game or applications package running on your machine. And
tor a complicated game, like Flight Simulation, a specially designed overlay can be a
great help In remembering where all your controls are.
Below the Spectrum's metal overlay lsthe stamped-rubber keyboardltselt. llyou took

ottthe metal overlay (incidentally, this Is notadvlsedlyou would see thatthe rubberkeys
are actually connected on one long piece ot rubber. Each ‘key’ or raised bump on the
rubber mat is hollowed, so that when you press it you make contact with a thinwater ot
circuitry that sits below the rubber.
This water of wires criss-crossing beneath the rubber sends the keyboard signals to

the computer, and these come out through two ribbons — one on each side at the
computer. They are then worked through the Basic Interpreter, ULA. CPU and so on.
The main reasons tor the keyboard being rubber are durability and cost. Sinclair

managing director Nigel Searle has said the keyboard could have been designed with
lull-travel typewriter keys but that it would have added to the cost unnecessarily.
As it Is, a large number oi peripheral manutacturers do their own ‘real’ keyboards tor

the Spectrum. Some are listed earlier In this Mlcropaedia. Others IncludeAlden’:FD42
keyboard at £29 (Atdec Electronics, 318 KempshotLane, Baslngstoke, HantsRG22 5LT)
and dk‘Tronics'£45keyboardwith-loalphanumerlckeysanda 1zkeykeypad[dk‘Tronlcs,
Unit 2, Shire Hill Ind. Estate, Satlron Walden, Essex CB11 3A0, (O7!-i9)22359).

\\\LN Caps and Symbol, 2
LPRINTCaps and Symbol, C

MERGE Caps and Symbol, Caps and T
MOVE Caps and Symbol, Symbol and 6
NOT Symbol and S
Symbo|# Caps and Symbol, Symbol and 4
OR Symbol and U

OUT Caps and Symbol, Symbol and 0
OVER Caps and Symbol, Caps and N

PAPERCaps and Symbol, Caps and C

PEEK Caps and Symbol, 0
Pl Caps and Symbol, M

POINT Caps and Symbol, Symbol and 8
READ Caps and Symbol, A

RESTORECaps and Symbol, S
RND Caps and Symbol, T

SCREENSCaps and Symbol, Caps and K

SGN Caps and Symbol, F

SIN Caps and Symbol, 0
SOR Caps and Symbol, H

STEP Symbol and D

STOP Symbol and A

STRS Caps and Symbol, Y

TAB Caps and Symbol, P
TAN Caps and Symbol. E

THEN Symbol and G

TO Symbol and F

USR Caps and Symbol, L

VAL Caps and Symbol, J
VALS Caps and Symbol, Caps and J
VERIFY Caps and Symbol, Caps and R
! Symbol and 1

” Symbol and P

# Symbol and 3
SSymbol and 4
% Symbol and 5
& Symbol and 6

‘Symbol and 7

(Symbol and 8
)Symbo| and 9

' Symbol and B

+ Symbol and K

,
symbol and N

—Symbol andJ
. Symbol and M

/Symbol and V

:Symbol and 2
;Symbol and 0
< Symbol and R

= Symbol and L

> Symbol and T

7 Symbol and C

@ Symbol and 2

[Caps and Symbol, Caps and Y

\Caps and Symbol, Caps and D
I Caps and Symbol, Caps and U

1 Symbol and H

— Symbol and 0
2 Symbol and X
{ Caps and Symbol, Caps and F
| Caps and Symbol, Caps and S
) Caps and Symbol. Caps and G

‘ Caps and Symbol, Caps and A

© Caps and Symbol, Caps and P

<= Symbol and 0
>= Symbol andE
<> Symbol and W

1 Caps and 5

9 Caps and 8

0 Caps and 6

-
Caps and 7
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SPECTRUM PART 2

Althoughthere arelewotherexpan-
sion systems for the Spectrum as
comprehensive and ambitious as
the Basicare idea, there are other
companies that offer RAM exten-
sions for the machine.
Some are listed on Page114, but

others include: DIV RAM, issue 1,
£42.50; issue 2. £32.50. Available
from Downsway, Depot Road,
Epsom, Surrey. KT17 4lt.l. 48K
HAM. Needs installing, instruc-
tions supplied, and uncased RAM,

222.954-£1.35 pap. Available
from Dx‘Tronics, 0179 22359. 16K
RAM, plugs into the back of the
Spectrum and uses the same
memory area,

H8MDCROPAEDM

Basicare'sOrganic Micro is for users who want to
getthemostoutoftheSpectrum. insteadof having

to upgrade to another computerwhen you find you've
run out of capabilities, using the Organic Micro you
can extendthem, but still keep the software, literature
and, of course, the machine itself.
The Organic Micro is a series of modules which

stack one upon the other. Male and female pin
connectors are situated on the top and bottomof each
module.
This approach has the advantage of reclaiming

desk—space otherwise lost under a tangle of leads and
boxes. The Organic Micro was originally conceivedas
an add-on system for the ZX81, but because of its
architecture Basicare can configure it to a variety of
systems. All it takes is the development of an
appropriate Persona.
The Persona is the basis of the system. It buffers

signals from the Spectrum and more orless translates
them into information which can be used by the
Organic Micro. The Persona connects to the Spectrum
via a ribbon cable which fits the computer's edge
connector. All Organic Micro systems start with a

Persona—itisthenpossibleto fitmodulesas they are
required.
The first stepformany userswillbe extra user RAM.

This is available in 8. 16 or 64K modules. These
modules can be stacked up as extra memory space is
required by the user.
Eventually, of course, the 64 kilobytes address

space oi the 8-bit Z80 microprocessor used by the
Spectrum will be exhausted. At this point you can
configure a module called the minimap which, as its
name implies, organises extra memory into blocks
and provides a way for the processor to manipulate
large amounts of memory.
Itdoesthis bydividingthememoryinto ‘segments’.

The processor has access to three segments at one
time, and any three segments of memorymake up a

page containingthe full complement of addresses for
the processor.

One pagemust havetheBasic ROM plus extra space
for some housekeeping tasks. The other two pages
have space for the user's programs or text (see our
slide-rule illustration). One of the strengths of the
system is its animatedgraphicscapabilities. Thesecan
be achieved by switching the screen back and forth
between different page configurations to produce
movement— rather the same principle as cine film.

Basicare has also exploited the possibilities of
non-volatile RAM, offering a modulewhich can store
userprograms when the system is turned off. The data
is held in place by batterieswhich are rechargedwhen
the system is in use.
Another module, User—font, enables the user to

define his own special characters. There are also
modules for interfacing the system to peripheral
equipment — printers, LED displays, scientific

THE
ORGANIC
SPECTRUM
measuring equipment and so on.
One of these modules, Pericon C, has the ability to

act as a Centronics interface, so text can be printed
from the Spectrum to a high quality dot matrix or
daisywheel printer.
The Pericon modules in general provide a means of

getting some of the results of the user font features to
the outside world. Pericon-a is defined as a general
purpose input/output tool. it provides three eight—bit

ports for connectionto LEDs or relays. Pericon-balso
provides three eight—bit portswhich consist of 24 lines
of buffered output. It can be used to drive relays
directly or very long signal lines.
ThememorymapmanagementoftheOrganic Micro

is demonstrated in the diagram on the opposite page
which uses a slide rule to illustrate how the memory
groups interact with one another. in that diagram
you'll see how different memory groups can be
moved, so any segment in Group II can team up with
any segment in Group III under the cursor (or in our
case the processor).
Togetherwith Group I they represent a vertical 64K

‘page’ of memory to the processor.



The way the Organic Micro’s Minimap organises a
large memorycan be illustrated using a slide rule

diagram. Since a 280 processors address space is
limited to about 64,000 characters, a larger memory
requires organisation.
The large memory is divided into memory groups

and each group is sub—divided into segments. Each
Processor

segmentin a given group shares the same addresses.
The ROM must stay visible to the processorthe whole 2(‘°'“°"lY "
time, permanentlyoccupyinga slab of address space. '"’“" R i MThe other two memory groups, however, can be

‘

l

shuttled so that different configurations of their '5 K"°"Y‘°5 i

respective segments become accessible.
, . .

l

.The Minirnap slides the groups back and with so Memorzr "§,",{"§,'{'« ' “§",{"§.'{5I “§g,{'§‘i'E«"‘ h°.§X¥i"r‘«_4

that a combinationot segments can be gathered. ""’“P Programming Pruera-nmine Pr-reramming Program-mniz
DisplayMemory a Display ]\IL‘lI1ul"_\ at Display Memory DisplayMemur:These configurationsmake up a page of memory. K 32Kwith a full 64K complement. Because several 32" 32K 32 l

programscan beinmemoryon ditierentsegmentsyou Seg"|g||[I "' Sggnmgflz Segment.)
M~ ‘If ' d M h’ d M h' decanfuse tthe ofutput of one program from one page Memory 2:“-F-mg, 2 its-Rm, 9 gfl;/gglfg

con igura ion or input to a program on another. (,roup 3 ,,,om,,,,m . pmg,,m,m, ‘ p,,,,mm,,,..,Memory Group It has a series of 32 segments 16K 16K 16K
containing Basic programs. Memory Group III has
16K segments of machine code or Basic routines,
while Group i has just one segment, always in each
page configuration, containing the Basic plus some
extra information to organise the modules.
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Gloriouscolouron

Thisscreenisaresultol the output
lroma Spectrumto a Sony Trinitron
Te|etextcolourTV.
TheSonyrangeolcoIourTVs

seemstoreactweltto the
Spectrum‘sco|oursignal and hold
itwithoutanygreat problem. its
worth adding, however, that the
moreupmarketsonys. Hitachis
and Panasonicsotten have an
automatic tuninglacilitythat can be
troublesome in tuning a Spectrum.

On PanasonicslittleQuintrix
videomonitor, lorexample, tuning
aspectrumsignal isottena hitand
missoperation astheTV'stuner
automatically moves throughall
thechannelsandtunesintowhat it
thinks isthe strongest signal—and
in some cases thatsablack and
whiteratherthanacoloursignalon
the Spectrum.
You‘relikelytohave betterluck

intuningaspectrumcoloursignal
onaTVwitha manualtuning knob
than with an automatic search.
Thesamerulesapplyto

avideo recorder.

the small screen
he Spectrum‘s colour graphics
‘are probably its single greatest

attraction.
When the machine was introduced. its colour

capability broke new price records — and it's still
breaking them. But to get the most out ol your
Spectrum's colour, you have to have the right TV.
The Spectrum screen displayiszdlineshigh,with

a 32 character width. Colour can be used anywhere
within the display, the display colour being detined
as ‘Paper’ while ‘lnk' delines text-colour. The input
and report lines tor programs are at the bottom
within the Border. whose colour can also be varied.
The Spectrum television signal is transmitted on

about channel 36 UHF. so any television used with
the machine must be able to receive UHF (as
opposed to VHF) signals. Oldertelevision sets ollen
can receive only Very High Frequency signals.
instead ol the Ultra High Frequency output lroni the
Spectrum.
The UHF signal is co|our—encoded in the PAL TV

standard,andyoumustuseaEuropeanTVin orderto
pick up that signal lrom the machine (ie you can't
send a Spectrum to your cousin in Seattle and have
the machine work on a North AmericanTV). The PAL
system generates a high-resolution colour picture
with 625 lines and 50 lrames per second.
What does all this have to do with using your

Spectrum? The answer lies in the strength and
accuracy at the colour signal generated by the
machine. on some television receivers, that signal

is simply not strong enough to be held lor any
appreciable length ol time. The Spectrum will not
work with all colour televisions.

ll you're planning to rent a TV to use with the
Spectrum. it maywell beworth yourwhile to take the
machine with you to your TV rental shop when you
pick the TV.
in the more likely event that you already own a TV

and want to buy a Spectrum, try to get hold ol a
lriend‘s machine lirst and tryitout on yourTV. ltyou
can't pick up the Spectrum's colour signal with your
TV‘s receiver, it could be worth waiting lorsinclairto
modily the machine's video circuitry (although we
wouldntadvisethisbecausethecompanyhastaken
no lirm decision to do so yet). It you don‘t want to
wait, you'll obviously have to consider changing
TVs.

It should be mentioned here that ii tor some
reason you want to run the Spectrum in black and
whitelandthats an odd rationalelorhuyingacolour
computer) none at this applies. Almost all TVs will
display the Spectrum's signal in black and white

-it‘s tuning the colour signal that's the tricky pan.
Sinclair doesn't have a recommended list ol

colour TVs that are compatible with its machines,
but its widely known that several brands do the job
particularlywell. one at those brands is Sonyand its
Trinitron series olcolourTVs.You'llnoticethatin all
the Spectrum adverts. the machine is hooked up to a
Sony.
So it it's good enough tor Clive. . . .
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SPECTRUM PART 2

ou normally input information to the Spectrum
through the keyboard.
But many peripherals. including Joysticks, light-

pens and track balls, have been designed to help
communicatewith the computerby a different means.
The digital plotteror tracer is one of the easiest and

most ingenious methods of transferring information
from paper to the video screen. You simply move the
tracer along the outline of the shape you want to copy
and thedigitaltracerand itsassociated softwareusean
analogue-to-digital converter to do the rest. Digital
plotters can be used to copy maps, sketches,
paintings and drawings to computers.
They can also be used to create three-dimensional

drawings and colour images. User-defined graphics
and text can also be incorporatedonce you’ve SAVEd

the digital drawings to cassette. Digital plotters are
offered for a number of popularmicros, including the
Spectrum.
The RD Digital Tracer is one such piece of

equipment. it consists oi a mechanical arm with a
hinged base and an angulartransducer at each joint in
the arm. The transducer sends signals to the interface
board (at the back of the Spectrum), which digitises
this information.

it hooks up to the Spectrum through a black
interface box which is plugged into the edge connector
expansion port at the back of the machine. The
interface box also has two red LED lights which tell you
when the digital tracer is in use and if it’s being used as
an input/output map. Because it has only a 23-way
edge connector it must be hooked up after all your
other peripherals, otherwise it will plug up your
interface.
0nthe48KSpectrumit’s I/0-mapped(Port31). but
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it can be memory-mappedon the 16KSpectrumusing
an adaptor. The tracer also has the capability to use
colourforboth the lines and theareas insidethem. You
can paint or shade them in, but each character square
can only have two colours.
You can also use the tracerto inputdata in the form

of co-ordinates for graphs. They are stored as strings
and the tracing program is made to execute the
co-ordinates one following another— giving you an
automatic drawing routine.
The whole kit contains a software cassette to use

with the tracer, an instruction booklet, tracing sheet
and templateto aiignthetracerwiththe sheet. Oncethe
program is loaded a drawing can be transferred to the
screen by moving the head of the tracing arm.
The tracer can detect movements betweenthe arm

of 30cm by 20cm, and since the Spectrum’s screen
resolution is 256 by 175 this means that a pixel on the
screen is equal to just over a millimetre — but to get
such detail really depends on how finely you control
the arm.
To get smooth operation, you need to make a

balance betweenmovementand resistance. Thisis like
ajoystick. If a joystickmovestoo lreely it's difficult to
control — and if it's too stiff the action is jerky.
The tracer movement is fairly free, but you can

steadythe movementby putting pressure on the pencil
inserted in the tracing head.
The cassette contains four programs which can be

used separately or merged together, and LOADing is
easy.
The main program provides a number of plotting

options and also allows you to use the Spectrum’s
Basic plotting functions. By using single-letterentries
individual pointscan be plotted, lines drawn ordeleted
and text printed. There is also an option to change
background and foreground colour, draw circles,
define the centreand radiusthrough thetracerposition
and save the screen to tape.
The tracer's position on screen is indicated by a

small orlarge crosswire. and you can fill orshade inthe
area enclosing the tracer.
Thefour programs arewritten in Basic and run quite

slowly. Because of this, the tracer can’t keep up with
rapid sketching, deletion of keyboard entries orfilling
in enclosed areas. Machine code would make these
routines more effective. Although the cassette
containsa programwhich allows the input of pointsat
greater speed, the actual drawing takes place quite
slowly.
The other two programs print the X and Y

co-ordinates of the tracer at the top of the screen, and
allow you to define characters. The former program
also lets you change the origin and scale of plotting.
Priced at £49.95 it is the first of its kind for the

Spectrum.
Thetraceris also availablefortheZX81 and thereare

currently plans to release it forthe BBC Micro.
The DigitalTracerisavailablefrom RD Laboratories,

5KennedyRoad, DaneEnd,Ware,Hertfordshire SGl2
0LU. The phone number is 06333 74333.
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